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EDITORIAL
This business of editing can be very confusing. My editorial for the December issue was written in November
but we wished one and all Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Now we are completing the January issue
and although it is not yet Christmas of ’07, we are totally concerned with looking ahead to ’08.
Just for a moment let us look into the rear view mirror at our first full year on the job. We (Marjie and I) would
like to thank our regular contributors, Geoff Stevenson and Vince Martorino for their articles. We also
acknowledge input from Chris Jones, Peter Juergenson and several other good people.
In this issue you can read about Bill Wallace’s epic ride to Alaska. He offers some good advice to anyone
contemplating travel up that famous road. You will note that while Bill did the whole trip in one issue, Vince
has been on his way to Alaska in every issue since October, and has only reached Dawson City YT with the
current issue. Both Bill and Vince’s journeys are of interest to me, as compared to our two-up adventure to
Fairbanks in 1992 to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Alaska Highway.
Things to keep in mind for the upcoming month would include the Bike Show at the Agriplex on Mt. Lehman
Road, Abbotsford running from Thursday 24th January thru Sunday. The good people at SM Cycle supplied the
dates but were not aware of any bus transportation to the event that might be planned as in past years.
Roger Godlonton and I have each ordered Ural motorcycles and sidecars. His is coming from Colin Savage’s
shop in Sidney and mine from Shail’s in Vancouver. He already has his, as can be seen by the photos on
page 7.      Brian

   SATURDAY JAN. 5, 2008 BREAKFAST AT CHEQUERED FLAG RESTAURANT 9:30AM
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HI ALL RIDERS – NEW YEAR’S DAY

The New Year is approaching and the snow here in Ottawa is causing me serious riding withdrawal.  I read the
Beemer Reader and the BMW ON and long to get back to the west coast for a ride.
I will be back for New Years’ Day, and look forward to hosting the TROC event again.  So here are the details:
1300 Meet at Island View Beach:  meet, swap stories, take a dip (for the daring), and toast
1400 Head to Bob’s for chili, coffee, more stories, motorcycle videos, and bowl games
Dress warm for the Beach activities and bring a suitable libation for the toast.
Coffee, tea and some soft drinks will be available at Bob’s.
For those that don’t wish to toast at the beach can proceed directly to Bob’s house.
My address is 1986 Barrett Drive.  The home phone number is 250-656-6694.
In order to help with the chili production, please let me know if you will be attending, either by phone or email
before 30 Dec 07.
Regards Bob Leitch

NEW WEBSITE and ARCHIVES – Created by Tom Thornton
(www.bmwrvi.org)
Having launched the site I have sorted and placed in file folder each year’s issue of "The Reader". 1991 through
2006. Next I will begin scanning each folder full, then publish them to the website. Also included are 28 pages
of member profiles from about mid nineties.

 ALCAN HIGHWAY – by Bill Wallace
I got the idea to ride my K75RT to Alaska when I attended the 1996 Udder Madness Rally in Enderby, British
Columbia. This was my first BMW rally and I felt like a kid in a candy shop, everywhere I looked were
Beemers. Riders were talking about bikes, camping and where they had been riding that summer or where they
hoped to be later in the year. During the rally supper I met an older BMW rider, who must have been in his late
60's and he passed on a lot of good information to me. The one thing I did remember was that if I wanted to ride
my bike to Alaska I better be prepared, such as more riding experience than what I had and have a better
understanding of how to make repairs on my Beemer. So for the next nine years I went on trips up and down the
west coast and had actually forgot about Alaska. But, it all changed when I read two articles from the BMW
ON. The first one was by John Dunn when he wrote “Over the Hill”(Oct 2005) and the second article was
written by J. Michael Gray called “Alaska”(Mar 2006). Since I live in Victoria, Vancouver Island, British
Columbia I thought it was about time I rode north to explore northern BC and the Yukon I had never toured, so
why not go one step further and ride through part of Alaska.
Construction of the “ALCAN” Highway (ALCAN, military acronym for the Alaska-Canada
Highway) officially began on Mar. 9, 1942 and ended 8 months and 12 days later  on Oct. 25.
The ALCAN starts in Dawson Creek, BC and officially ends in Delta Junction, Alaska totaling 1,390 miles with
another 98 miles to Fairbanks the unofficial end of the ALCAN. An overland link between Alaska and the
lower 48 states had been studied as early as 1930 , under President Hoover, but with the bombing of Pearl
Harbour in Dec 1941, it was considered a military necessity. On Feb. 11, 1942 , President Roosevelt authorized
construction of the ALCAN and the rest is history.
Now, enough of the history – on to the experience
Basically I wanted to travel up the west coast by ferry and then travel the entire length of the Alaskan Highway
(ALCAN Hwy) from Fairbanks to Dawson Creek, plus I wanted to ride the Top of the World Highway and
have a stop over at Dawson City.
My trip was in August 2006 and started in Brentwood Bay on the south tip of Vancouver Island and the trip
took 12 days to end in Dawson Creek. The pace I set was moderate with frequent stops but I could have used
another 4 to 5 days to enjoy more of the area with its many points of history and beautiful scenery.
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To start with I made reservations with BC Ferry Corporation for the sailing between Port Hardy to Prince
Rupert and Alaska Highway Ferry from Prince Rupert to Skagway. If you want to be certain about your sailing
departures I would definitely make reservations but I noticed there was lots of empty deck space prior to sailing
for the unexpected rider .
While using the ferry system up the west coast, it is best to have arrangements made a head of time with hotels
or camping sites when arriving late in the evening. During the summer tourist season, it is very busy in these
small coastal ports therefore its best to have a bed waiting for you. The stop over at Prince Rupert is for two
nights before catching the ferry to Skagway. During this time I could have taken a trip on Hwy 16 to Terrace
and turn south onto 37 to Lakelse Provincial Park and camp for the night (approx 100 miles from Prince
Rupert), but because the weather was quite wet I decided to stay and motel it in Prince Rupert. So for the time
in Rupert I walked the streets and got to see some of the sights that Rupert has to offer.
When boarding the Alaska ferry, passengers are asked to report in for customs before departure. The sailing
time to Skagway is 34 hours so instead of getting a state room, I found out it was common practice for
passengers to sleep on the ship's stern under a solarium or the passengers day compartment at no cost, so just
pull out your sleeping bag and you are  set for the night. Juneau, the capital of Alaska, has a two hour stop over,
I took a taxi to the Mendenhall Glacier and walked some of the trails.
Upon arriving in Skagway (2330 hrs) I stayed at the Pullen RV Campsite which is only a quarter of a
mile from the dock.. Whether staying in the campgrounds or motelling, make sure to have
reservations.
There is a lot to see and do in Skagway, such as the White Pass and Yukon Railway or the Pioneer Cemetery,
where some interesting individuals reside.
Next morning I took the South Klondike Highway to Whitehorse and passed over the White Pass (1003 meters).
The road is in good condition and the scenery is great with many pullovers along the way. On arriving at
Whitehorse, I turned west on to the ALCAN where the scenery was spectacular and passed thru Haines Junction
and eventually on to Kluane Lake. I camped at the Cottonwood RV Park and Campground where I was
informed by the owner not to be alarmed if I saw grizzly bears in the campground, they were only passing thru
on their way to the local blue berry patch.(which they have been doing for the last 30 years). Twice during the
evening, shot guns were used to frighten the grizzlies away.
Between Beaver Creek and the Alaska/Yukon border the road is rough and this is where I had the first road
construction. What I liked about the construction zones are that the flagmen want motorcycles at the front of the
line because the pilot vehicle can adjust their speed to the rider, I didn't have to ride in the dust clouds created
by the vehicles. West of the border to Fairbanks the road surface gets a little better but keep your eyes on the
road every second to avoid those potholes and loose gravel. Also I saw a lot moose feeding in marshes along
side the hwy. There is plenty of wild life along side the road. Officially the ALCAN ends in Delta Junction
which is 98 miles from Fairbanks. After visiting Fairbanks I turned south on the ALCAN and camped in Tok
which I felt was a good place to start from when traveling over the Top of the World Hwy to Dawson City. I
planned to take a full day to travel to Dawson City even though the distance is 185 miles and at the end of the
day, I knew it had been s a good decision. When leaving Teslin Junction for Dawson City I had a full tank of
fuel because there is one fuel stop in Chicken. The first 65 miles of Taylor Hwy is good paved road and the
remaining 120 miles switches to loose gravel with pot holes, washboard surfaces and narrow roads with soft
shoulders but I did find some reasonable paved roads east of the Yukon border. Most of the time I was in
second gear and sometime in third gear, but my 16 year old Beemer was able to handle the roads quite nicely.
After some experience I began to stay tight in the curves as fast approaching vehicles were usually cutting thru
curves and throwing up lots of dust and rocks. I stopped numerous times to watch the breath taking scenery
change before my eyes, the cloud cover would race thru and change the lighting and visual effect of the scenery,
it was fantastic. I must mention it was a dry day when I traveled this road, if it had been raining I could imagine
the gravel section could be very muddy and slippery for a street bike but a GS would have handled it quite
easily.
When I got into downtown Chicken I wandered around the site which had three rustic stores and a RV centre.
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After my short break it was time to move on to Jack Wade Junction where I turned east to head for the Top of
the World Hwy. At the Junction I could have headed north to Eagle (65 miles) but by this time I had enough of
gravel roads. After passing thru the border into the Yukon the road switches back to partly paved roads and the
smoother riding seemed almost foreign compared to the earlier part of the day. The scenery from the Top of the
World Hwy is fantastic. Your view point is just about the same height as the mountain peaks and with the
movement of the clouds and the rain showers it seemed mystical. It was at this location where I took a picture of
the Beemer with a rainbow set in the background and it was appropriate because my Beemer had reached its
100,000 mile goal. Who said, “There wasn't a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow”. The timing couldn't have
been better. Shortly after this picture was taken I was on the outskirts of Dawson City. I had to take the free
George Black ferry to cross the Yukon River to arrive in Dawson. There is no dock just a sand bank for the
ferry to drop it's ramp and the crossing takes a couple of minutes. In Dawson City I camped at the Gold Rush
Campground and stayed for two nights. While in Dawson I took some guided tours such as North America's
largest gold dredge # 4, SS Keno, and a history lesson of the famous Canadian poet Robert W. Service who
wrote,” The Cremation of Sam McGee”. There are numerous interests for anyone to enjoy, and I wished I had
more time. Looking back on the trip, I should have stayed for at least three full days in Dawson to make the
most of it. One highlight in Dawson was riding the bike to the top of the “Dome”, a spectacular view which
overlooks Dawson and where the Yukon and Klondike rivers join. The Downtown Hotel caters to BMW riders
as you can see by the sign at the front entrance. On the morning before I left Dawson I made a quick hike to the
Paddle wheeler graveyard. This is where the boats were abandoned when the era of the Paddle wheeler
usefulness had come to an end.
The Klondike Hwy between Dawson City and Whitehorse is 323 miles of narrow chipped sealed road,
undulating and twisting between the Dawson mountain ranges. . Traveling between 80 and 100 kms, per hour
there is constant throttling down to check out the approaching road repairs ( Is the repair packed or loose?), after
a time I found it quite easy to read the road surfaces.
Twenty five miles south of Dawson, I passed the turn off for the Dempster Hwy which passes thru the Arctic
Circle and ends in Inuvik, a destination I would like to reach in the next few years.
I stopped at two places along the way, the Moose Creek Lodge at Stewart Crossing and the Braeburn Lodge at
Mile 55. For me both places had good food. Braeburn Lodge is a truckers’ stop with trucker size portions of
food and the World Famous Cinnamon Bun that feeds four people. I couldn't believe the size of the bun, it took
me two days to finish it off.
I stopped for the night at Fox Lake Provincial Park, set up camp and had a relaxing time around the fire. The
only down side of today’s ride was the mosquitoes encountered between Stewart Crossing and Braeburn Lake. I
tried to stop three times for a rest and before I could get off the saddle, clouds of those pesky critters would
attack, forcing me to get out of there. Eventually I found a windy location to stop at and have a coffee break. Of
the entire trip this was the only area I found that mosquitoes were a problem. Oh ya, one thing to remember,
dusk starts around 2230 hr and a rider can make a lot of distance if inclined.
After reaching Whitehorse I was back on the ALCAN. The nice thing about the ALCAN is that it's paved all the
way and it sure was relaxing to be back on it, as compared to the roads I had been on the past recent days. Here
the speed can be throttled up and 99.9% of the time you wouldn't see the Queens Cowboys in between any of
the major centres of the ALCAN. I cruised between 115 and 120 kms per hour  and didn't have any problems
with the Cowboys. There is one bridge along this stretch of road that I must mention and that is at Teslin River.
This bridge was built 1942 and is the third longest water span (1770 ft )on the hwy. The metal grating on the
deck will give you one #*!! of a ride with the handle bars shaking back and forth between your hands and at the
same time the bike is bouncing up and down under moderate speed without let up until the end of the bridge. I
have ridden on other similar metal grate bridges and have never had a circus ride like that, watch out for this
one. The only explanation I have is the sever cold temps must have warped this bridge surface. Again the
scenery is panoramic along this road especially when passing thru the Cassiar Mountain region.
After staying in Watson Lake for the night I left early in the morning and rode for a hundred miles to Coal
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River, Mile Post 533 and found a good place for breakfast. There I met some riders going north on the ALCAN
and we traded information on what we could expect over the next few hours for our direction of travel.
In this section of the hwy the Rocky Mountains start here and continue south into British Columbia. When you
are in the vicinity of Muncho Lake and Stone Mountain Provincial Parks the animal life steps out before you as
you are riding along. There are herds of Buffalo, Caribou and Stone Mountain Sheep on the road with plenty of
chances for photos . On one occasion I couldn't move forward because a caribou stood in the middle of the road
for about five minutes before he decided to let me pass. One lake you should stop at is Muncho ( 463 Milepost )
with its green and blue water, a sight to see. Outside of the parks and in between Watson Lake and Fort ST John
the ALCAN is ideal for faster speed. I cruised at 120 to 125 km/h like everyone else with no tax penalty. From
what I saw the Mounties seemed to stay near the high populated areas.
When reaching Dawson Creek, the “O” Mile Post is located in the center of town and of course I had the
required photo taken, who wouldn't after the experience I had riding the ALCAN.
To summarize this trip I found that the following suggestions would be helpful for the first timer on the
ALCAN. First, “The Milepost”(ISBN 9-7818-92-154194) is a book you must have it will answer all your
questions.. It will provide all the maps for Alaska, Yukon and British Columbia with loads of information for
each section of the hwy, after reading thru it, you can't wait to get out there and try the ALCAN. Finally when
riding any of the hwys up north don't take your eyes of the road for a second there are to many hidden surprises.
Stop and park the bike on the side of the road to get full value of that point of interest. One point to remember is
cell phones can be very intermittent on the ALCAN. Traveling in this northern area as a Lone Wolf Rider I had
to be more conservative in my riding than a group of riders would. I had a great time on this trip with no
mishaps. In the very near future after I retire I would like to go back and ride the Dempster Hwy to Inuvik,
NWT on a F650, but take more time and smell the roses.

INTERNATIONAL RALLY
Starting this month I will be passing along information about the 36th 2008 BMW MOA International Rally.
The rally will be held Jul 17 - 20 and is a must attend rally as it only comes to the Northwest every fourth year.
The location this year is in Gillette, Wyoming at the Can-Plex Multi- Event Facility in the outskirts of Gillette.
The riding and scenery are spectacular in this area. Explore the Black Hills, Devil's Tower, Little Big Horn and
Mount Rushmore to name just a few points of interest.
For those of you who are not procrastinators, and are making hotel reservations, be sure to mention that you're
with BMW MOA. There are blocks of rooms being held for the attendees. From what I hear there should be
a large group of riders from our club attending. So mark the calendar and attend this special rally this year. Next
month I'll pass on more tid bits about this great rally.
Bill Wallace

FEBRUARY POT LUCK
With the New Year coming in the very near future, it is time to start making arrangements for the Pot Luck
dinner in February. Plse have some ideas to suggest at the Club Breakfast on Jan 5. If you are not able to attend
contact Bill Wallace at 652-0214 for any suggestions you might have. This is your event for February so with
your help any assistance would be great.
 
CLUB BULK TIRE ORDER - 2008
If you are thinking of buying tires for that stead of yours, why not hold off til Feb. I will be finalizing the tire
order late Jan. I will contact members for their interest and if you live out of the Victoria area plse call me in the
evenings at 652-0214. I have been able to get some good pricing on tires for the club and if we can get a large
enough order put together, it will be a better price. So as club members lets hang together and make this the best
Club purchase yet.
Bill
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ROADS I HAVE RIDDEN ALASKA   Day 6 by Vince Martorino
Day 6 Whitehorse to Dawson City

The ride to Dawson city was much the same, no traffic great scenery with the exception of a minor fall a
pleasant day. The fall well coming down a slight incline a drive way to a service station, you can not pass one
and with I assume a little front brake, a slight turn, some loose gravel on the pavement and down I went. The
bike threw me of so fast that I felt like the Boys in Harry potter were tufted out of the magic car.  Before we left
Whitehorse we had phoned Dawson City and luckily got a nice room with a view of Dome Hill.  Dome Hill is
the farthest place south that once a year the sun doesn’t set and this was the day, with a minor celebration, as
good a reason as any.  Basically the whole time we were in the Yukon and Alaska, it never got dark, 24 hours of
light.  All the motels have curtains that darkened the rooms.  Now the city itself has nothing that resembles
modern times.  The streets are gravel with boardwalks.  The buildings have been made to represent the early
1900’s or have been restored.  There is a casino with an old western show inside, where, the profits from this
establishment go to keeping the town as a tourist destination.

The entire town is right on the shore of the Yukon River, which can be seen from the top of Dome
Mountain.  All the time we traveled, we saw these vehicles in the order of quantity, motor homes and trailers,
motorcycles, mostly BMW, then pick-ups and vans, cars and semi’s.

This time of the year has the least amount of bugs, which means that at the end of the day, you can tell
what color your bike is but still can’t see through the wind shield.

  
Dawson City

  
Ferry to Dawson City    Dawson City
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Here is Roger’s new pride & joy        Actually, this is Roger’s new pride & joy. Mine is  

             just like it but they tell me it is white. I haven’t seen 
             it yet. Brian 
 

ABOUT THE WEBSITE 

You will have noted on page 2 that our club now has a functional web site. Thanks are due to Tom Thornton 
who gave up a good part of a day to travel down to Salt Spring from Parksville so that the back issues of The 
Beemer Reader could be collated and put on to the web site. The process took longer than we had anticipated 
perhaps due to the difference between a Mac and the rest of the computer world. Anyway we felt the least we 
could was to feed him lunch and to give him a quick tour of our Island before sending him on the homeward 
trek. Thank you very much, Tom 
  Brian Radford 
 
 
 
THIS LIST ENABLES YOU TO: submit articles or ideas for future issues of Beemer Reader, pay your dues of 
$15, order club clothing, and borrow books and DVD’s 
 

Treasurer:  Peter Juergensen 
  6-310 Goldstream Ave. Colwood, BC V9B 2W3 
  250 478 3244 * motonanny@telus.net 
Mailing and Clothing: Brian Davies 
                        905 Parkheights Dr Sooke BC V9Z 1B4 

                        250 642 7047 * hekngon@uniserve.com 

Editor:          Brian Radford 
                     456 Dukes Rd. Salt Spring Island, BC V8K 2B6 
                     250 653 9370  * bmwrad@island.net 
Librarian:     Victor Buck 
                     5107 Del Monte Ave. Victoria BC V8Y 1W9 
                     250 472 8303  * homeontheridge@shaw.ca  
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BMW RVI Club Schedule 2007-2008
Date Event Location Type Organizer

Jan 1, 2008
Tuesday

TROC Island View
Beach

Event Bob Leitch

Jan 5
Saturday

Monthly Gathering Chequered Flag Breakfast

Feb 3
Sunday

Monthly Gathering Chequered Flag Breakfast

Feb 17
Sunday

Cabin Fever Potluck Event Volunteer needed

March 1
Saturday

Monthly Gathering Chequered Flag Breakfast

April 6
Sunday

Monthly Gathering Stonehouse Pub Breakfast

May 3
Saturday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

June1
Sunday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

July 12
Saturday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

August 10
Sunday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

September 13
Saturday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

October 5
Sunday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

November 1
Saturday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast

December 7
Sunday

Monthly Gathering TBA Breakfast


